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Highly functional oil and fat absorbent
 『SUPPER OIL GRIPPER』

The oil and fat absorbing microfiber tissue “Supper Oil Gripper” has
Excellent and fast absorbency of any type of oil without absorbing water 
Extreme light weight and extraordinary holding power

● SUPER OIL GRIPPER absorbs up to 35 times its own weight. 
   (Conventional absorbents absorb only 8 to 12 times their own weight.)
● SUPER OIL GRIPPER has extreme light weight and fast absorbency 
● Having a specific gravity of 0.034, SUPER OIL GRIPPER does not submerge in water.
● As it does not absorb water, SUPER OIL GRIPPER can be used effectively in water 
   such as oil spills.
● SUPER OIL GRIPPER has extraordinary holding power, and it is easy to handle the 
   disposal of used absorbent. 
● In the oil spills incidents, it is not necessary to use any synthetic detergent nor 
   neutralizer in addition.
● SUPER OIL GRIPPER does not release toxins; 
   and so, it is environmental friendly.

◆SUPER OIL GRIPPER is useful in several different situations

Kitchen Grease traps
at restaurants

Factory oil waste Oil spills in the ocean

packing
FSOG-49-01

packing
FSOG-1000-34

The escape of oil 
during installation and
maintenance works

Name
Serial No.
Material
Specific gravity
Size
Weight
Note ・Hydrophobic (it does not absorb water)

・Inflammable (Flash point 300°C)
・Recyclable (can be reproduced as regenerated fuel)
・Disposable (can be recycled or disposed as the industrial waste)
・Can be used for any fat or oil (Exception: some form of non-fluid oil)
・Extremely effective on the spill of oil and fat on the water 
  (Emulsion dispersant is not necessary.)

PP resin
0.034 (compressed ratio in shipping condition)

SUPER OIL GRIPPER (1kg)
FSOG-49-01

W350 × H350 × D400 (mm)
1kg

SUPER OIL GRIPPER (34kg)
FSOG-1000-34

W1000 × H1000 × D1000 (mm)
34kg


